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A R T I C L E  I N F O                              

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless  Sensor  Networks  (WSN)  offer  efficient, low
solutions for a great variety of application domains including 
military fields, healthcare, homeland security, industry control, 
intelligent green aircrafts and traffic control in smart roads . 
Although networking and security technologies are in a mature 
stage, the limited sensor node resources in terms of memory 
space, processing power and energy availability, constrain the 
complexity of the security mechanisms that can be 
implemented, dictating the need for new protocol approaches 
design.  Due to their distributed nature, WSNs are vulnerable 
to various attacks [2], including attacks targeting on the 
disruption of the routing procedure which is accomplished in a 
cooperative, multi-hop fashion. While the traditional (or the so 
called “hard”) security measures (e.g. encryption, 
authentication) are quite efficient in mitigating some types of 
attacks, there are some specific types of attacks that can be 
better handled by using a reputation and trust
management scheme (as an example, selfish behavior of a 
node). In other words, security and trust are tightly coupled 
and cannot be separated information is derived to guide 
routing decisions. TARF secures the multi
WSNs against intruders exploiting the replay of routing 
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The multihop routing in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) offers 
against identity deception through replaying routing information.  An
can exploit this defect to launch various harmful or even devastating attacks 
against the routing protocols, including sinkhole attacks, wormhole attacks, and
Sybil attacks. The situation is further aggravated
conditions. In this paper, we present a trust-aware, location
which protects the WSN against routing attacks, and also supports 
WSNs Deployments. The proposed solution has been shown to efficiently detect 
and avoid malicious nodes and has been implemented in state
nodes for a real-life test-bed. As it will be discussed, 
computational power, energy resources and radio bandwidth of 
deeply impact the implementation  strategy,  while  additionally, 
radio propagation, such as lossy and asymmetric  links,  require  careful  
evaluation  of  the routing selection  metrics. 
 
 
 
 

Wireless  Sensor  Networks  (WSN)  offer  efficient, low-cost 
solutions for a great variety of application domains including 
military fields, healthcare, homeland security, industry control, 
intelligent green aircrafts and traffic control in smart roads . 
Although networking and security technologies are in a mature 
stage, the limited sensor node resources in terms of memory 
space, processing power and energy availability, constrain the 
complexity of the security mechanisms that can be 

g the need for new protocol approaches 
design.  Due to their distributed nature, WSNs are vulnerable 
to various attacks [2], including attacks targeting on the 
disruption of the routing procedure which is accomplished in a 

hile the traditional (or the so 
called “hard”) security measures (e.g. encryption, 
authentication) are quite efficient in mitigating some types of 
attacks, there are some specific types of attacks that can be 
better handled by using a reputation and trust-based 
management scheme (as an example, selfish behavior of a 
node). In other words, security and trust are tightly coupled 
and cannot be separated information is derived to guide 
routing decisions. TARF secures the multi-hop routing in 

xploiting the replay of routing  

information by evaluating the trust
nodes. It identifies such intruders that misdirect noticeable 
network traffic by their low trustworthiness and routes data 
through paths circumventing t
satisfactory throughput. 
 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2] are ideal candidates for 
applications to report detected events of interest, such as 
military surveillance and forest 
comprises battery-powered senor nodes with extremely limited 
processing capabilities. With a narrow radio communication 
range, a sensor node wirelessly sends messages to a base 
station via a multi-hop path. However, the multi
WSNs often becomes the target of maliciou
attacker may tamper nodes physically, create traffic collision 
with seemingly valid transmission, drop or misdirect messages 
in routes, or jam the communication channel by creating radio 
interference [3]. This project focuses on the kind of a
which adversaries misdirect network traffic by identity 
deception through replaying routing information. Based on 
identity deception, the adversary is capable of launching 
harmful and hard-to-detect attacks against routing, such as 
selective forwarding, wormhole attacks, sinkhole attacks and 
Sybil attacks [4]. 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Theodore Zahariadis et.al., proposed that 
area networks (PAN) and wir
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The multihop routing in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) offers little protection 
against identity deception through replaying routing information.  An adversary 
can exploit this defect to launch various harmful or even devastating attacks 
against the routing protocols, including sinkhole attacks, wormhole attacks, and 
Sybil attacks. The situation is further aggravated by mobile and harsh network 

aware, location-based routing protocol 
routing attacks, and also supports large scale 

nts. The proposed solution has been shown to efficiently detect 
and avoid malicious nodes and has been implemented in state-of-the-art sensor 

discussed, the limited memory, 
and radio bandwidth of sensor nodes 
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radio propagation, such as lossy and asymmetric  links,  require  careful  

information by evaluating the trust worthiness of neighboring 
nodes. It identifies such intruders that misdirect noticeable 
network traffic by their low trustworthiness and routes data 
through paths circumventing those intruders to achieve 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2] are ideal candidates for 
applications to report detected events of interest, such as 
military surveillance and forest fire monitoring. A WSN 

senor nodes with extremely limited 
processing capabilities. With a narrow radio communication 
range, a sensor node wirelessly sends messages to a base 

hop path. However, the multi-hop routing of 
WSNs often becomes the target of malicious attacks. An 
attacker may tamper nodes physically, create traffic collision 
with seemingly valid transmission, drop or misdirect messages 
in routes, or jam the communication channel by creating radio 
interference [3]. This project focuses on the kind of attacks in 
which adversaries misdirect network traffic by identity 
deception through replaying routing information. Based on 
identity deception, the adversary is capable of launching 
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new challenges on the  design  of  security  tools  which  are  
more  imperative  than  ever  due  to  their  unattended 
operation in open environments. To defend against routing 
attacks, the implementation of a trust management   system is 
suggested.   they presented  a  trust-aware   routing  protocol  
that  can efficiently   detect   and  avoid  nodes  issuing   
routing   attacks  based  on  a  distributed   trust management   
system.  
 

Jaydip Sen shown that public key operations are still very 
expensive to realize in sensor nodes. A public key 
cryptography can greatly ease the design of security in 
WSNs, improving the efficiency of private key operations on 
sensor nodes is highly desirable. 
 

Secure  routing  protocols  for  mobile  sensor  networks:  
mobility  of  sensor  nodes  has  a  great influence on sensor 
network topology and thus on the routing protocols. Mobility 
can be at the base station, sensor nodes, or both. Current 
protocols assume the sensor network is stationary. New 
secure routing protocols for mobile sensor networks need to be 
developed Theodore Zahariadis explained that Wireless sensor 
networks impose new challenges on the design of security 
tools. We successfully implemented a trust- aware routing 
protocol and validated it in real-life sensor nodes proving its 
implementation feasibility. The conducted tests showed that, 
although in the literature trust management has been dealt with 
as an independent functional block and augmenting the trust 
metrics list has been pursued towards improving security, in 
real world deployments the added value of implementing a 
trust management system depends on the protocols employed 
in the WSN and the way they use the trust information. 
 

NTRU (Nth-degree truncated polynomial ring unit 
algorithm) 

 

The NTRU Encrypt public key cryptosystem, also known as 
the NTRU encryption algorithm, is a lattice-based alternative 
to RSA and ECC and is based on the shortest vector problem 
in a lattice (i.e. is not known to be breakable using quantum 
computers). Operations are based on objects in a truncated 
polynomial ring with convolution multiplication and all 
polynomials in the ring have integer coefficients and degree at 
most N-1. 
 

Steps involved in NTRU Key Generation 
 

1. Creating the inverse polynomial of the secret key 
modulo q, Fq. 

2. Creating the inverse polynomial of the secret key 
modulo p, Fp. 

3. Creating the public key, h=p*((Fq)*g) modq. 
 

NTRU Encryption 
 

User A has a message to transmit to B , So A first puts the 
message in the form of a polynomial m whose coefficients is 
chosen modulo p say between  as  –p/2  and  p/2. Next A 
randomly chooses another small polynomial r.   This is the 
binding value which is used to obscure the message. A uses the 
message m, randomly chosen polynomial r, and B’s public key 
h to compute the polynomial e = r*h + m (modulo q). The 
polynomial e is the encrypted message which A sends to B. 
 

1. Performing the polynomial multiplication   of h*r. 
2. Adding the message m and the modulo reduction is 

performed by extracting the lower w bits 
 

The decryption procedure is executed by the following three 
steps: 
 

1. Performing the polynomial multiplication of a = f * e 
mod q. 

2. Shifting the coefficients of a into the range (-q/2; q/2). 
3. Performing the polynomial multiplication d=a*Fp 

modp. 
 

Software requirements 
 

Software requirements deal with defining software resource 
requirements and prerequisites that need to be installed on a 
computer to provide optimal functioning of an application. 
These requirements or prerequisites are generally not included 
in the software installation package and need to be installed 
separately before the software is installed. 
 

 Java1.4 or higher 
 Java Swing – front end 
 JDBC –Database connectivity 
 UDP-User Datagram Protocol 
 TCP-Transmission Control Protocol 
 Networking-Socket programming 
 ORACLE –Back end 
 Windows XP or higher-Operating System 

 

System design 
 

System design is the process of defining the architecture, 
components, modules, interfaces and data for a system to 
satisfy specified requirements. One could see it as the 
application of systems theory to product development. There is 
some overlap with the disciplines of systems analysis, systems 
architecture and systems engineering. If the broader topic of 
product development "blends the perspective of marketing, 
design, and manufacturing into a single approach to product 
development," then design is the act of taking the marketing 
information and creating the design of the product to be 
manufactured. Systems design is therefore the process of 
defining and developing systems to satisfy specified 
requirements of the user. 
 

UML Diagrams 
 

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized general-
purpose modeling language in the field of object-oriented 
software engineering. The standard is managed, and was 
created, by the Object Management Group. 

 

Use Case Diagrams 
 

A use case diagram at its simplest is a graphical representation 
of a user's interaction with the system and depicting the 
specifications of a use case. A use case diagram can portray 
the different types of users of a system and the various ways 
that they interact with the system.  

 
Fig 2 Use-case diagram. 
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Data Flow Diagram 
 A data flow diagram is a graphical representation of the 

"flow" of data through an information system
its process aspects. Often they are a preliminary step used 
to create an overview of the system which can later be 
elaborated. DFDs can also be used for the 
data processing (structured design). 

 The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is a simple 
graphical formalism that can be used to represent a
in terms of the input data to the system, various processing 
carried out on these data, and the output data is generated 
by the system. 

 

Fig 3 Dataflow diagram 
 

Sequence Diagram 
 

A sequence diagram in a UML is a kind of interaction diagram
that shows how processes operate with one another and in 
what order. It is a construct of a Message Sequence Chart
sequence diagram shows object interactions arranged in time 
sequence. It depicts the objects and classes involved in the 
scenario and the sequence of messages exchanged between the 
objects needed to carry out the functionality of the scenario. 
Sequence diagrams typically are associated with use case 
realizations in the Logical View of the system under 
development. 
 

Flowcharts 
 

A flow chart is a graphical or symbolic representation of a 
process. Each step in the process is represented by a different 
symbol and contains a short description of the process step. 
The flow chart symbols are linked together with arrows 
showing the process flow direction. 

 

Fig 4 Flow diagram 
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is a graphical representation of the 
information system, modeling 

aspects. Often they are a preliminary step used 
to create an overview of the system which can later be 
elaborated. DFDs can also be used for the visualization of 

The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is a simple 
graphical formalism that can be used to represent a system 
in terms of the input data to the system, various processing 
carried out on these data, and the output data is generated 

 

interaction diagram 
that shows how processes operate with one another and in 

Message Sequence Chart. A 
sequence diagram shows object interactions arranged in time 
sequence. It depicts the objects and classes involved in the 
scenario and the sequence of messages exchanged between the 

d to carry out the functionality of the scenario. 
Sequence diagrams typically are associated with use case 
realizations in the Logical View of the system under 

A flow chart is a graphical or symbolic representation of a 
ach step in the process is represented by a different 

symbol and contains a short description of the process step. 
The flow chart symbols are linked together with arrows 

 

Implementation 
 

Network Model 
 

In this work, a wireless sensor network composed of a network 
controller which is a trusted party, a large number of sensor 
nodes, and many users are considered. It denotes the network 
controller with the symbol T. Symbol U and N are used to 
represent the universe of the users and the sensor nodes 
respectively. Both users and sensor nodes have their unique 
IDs. Symbol Ui will be used to denote user i, and Ni is defined 
similarly. The trusted party T can be online or off
comes online merely on necessity basis, e.g., in the case of 
intruders detected. Each sensor could be a high
node such as iMote2 which has greater processing capability 
and a larger memory than conventional sensor nodes. Sensor 
data could be stored locally or
location using data storage schemes such as TTDD. As is 
conventionally assumed, in this project consider a user U to 
have sufficient computational resources to execute some 
expensive cryptographic operations. In addition, ass
is loose time synchronization among the sensor nodes. 
 

Adversary Model 
 

It considers attackers whose main goal is to obtain sensor data 
which they are not authorized to access. The adversaries could 
be either external intruders or network users 
unauthorized to access the target type of data. Due to lack of 
physical protection, sensor nodes are usually vulnerable to 
strong attacks. In particular, it considers the adversary with 
both passive and active capabilities, which can 
 

 Eaves drop all the communication traffics in the 
WSN. 

 Compromise and control a small number of sensor 
nodes. 

 Unauthorized users may collude to compromise the 
encrypted data. 

Fig 1 Energy Watcher and Trust Manager
 

Fig. each node selects a next
neighborhood table, and broadcast its energy cost within its 
neighborhood. To maintain this neighborhood table, Energy 
Watcher and Trust Manager on the node keep track of related 
events (on the left) to record the energy cost and the trust level 
values of its neighbors. 
 

Routing Procedure 
 

TARF, as with many other routing protocols, runs as a periodic 
service. The length of that period determines how frequently 
routing information is exchanged and updated. At the 
beginning of each period, the base station b
message about data delivery during last period to the whole 
network consisting of a few contiguous packets (one packet 
may not hold all the information). Each such packet has fields 
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Energy Watcher and Trust Manager 

Fig. each node selects a next-hop node based on its 
neighborhood table, and broadcast its energy cost within its 
neighborhood. To maintain this neighborhood table, Energy 
Watcher and Trust Manager on the node keep track of related 
events (on the left) to record the energy cost and the trust level 

TARF, as with many other routing protocols, runs as a periodic 
service. The length of that period determines how frequently 
routing information is exchanged and updated. At the 
beginning of each period, the base station broadcasts a 
message about data delivery during last period to the whole 
network consisting of a few contiguous packets (one packet 
may not hold all the information). Each such packet has fields 
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to indicate how many packets are remaining to complete the 
broadcast of the current message. The completion of the base 
station broadcast triggers the exchange of energy report in this 
new period. Whenever a node receives such a broadcast 
message from the base station, it knows that the most recent 
period has ended and a new period has just started. No tight 
time synchronization is required for a node to keep track of the 
beginning or ending of a period. During each period, the 
Energy Watcher on a node monitors energy consumption of 
one-hop transmission to its neighbors and processes energy 
cost reports from those neighbors to maintain energy cost 
entries in its neighborhood table; its Trust Manager also keeps 
track of network loops and processes broadcast messages from 
the base station about data delivery to maintain 
entries in its neighborhood table.   
 

Energy Watcher 
 

In this section explains about how a node N’s Energy Watcher 
computes the energy cost ENb for its neighbor b in N’s 
neighborhood table and how N decides its own energy cost  
ENb  
 

Trust Manager 
 

A node N’s Trust Manager decides the trust level of each 
neighbor based on the following events: discovery of network 
loops, and broadcast from the base station about data delivery. 
For each neighbor b of N, T denotes the trust level of b in N’s 
neighborhood table. At the beginning, each neighbor is given a 
neutral trust level 0.5. After any of those events occurs, the 
relevant neighbors’ trust levels are updated.  
 

Analysis on Energy Watcher and Trust Manager
 

Now that a node N relies on its Energy Watcher and Trust 
Manager to select an optimal neighbor as its next hop node, to 
clarify a few important points on the design of Energy Watcher 
and Trust Manager. First, the energy cost report is the only 
information that a node is to passively receive 
“fact”. It appears that such acceptance of energy cost report 
could be a pitfall when an attacker or a compromised node 
forges false report of its energy cost. Note that the main 
interest of an attacker is to prevent data delivery rather than t
trick a data packet into a less efficient route, considering the 
effort it takes to launch an attack. As far as an attack aiming at 
preventing data delivery is concerned, TARF well mitigates 
the effect of this pitfall through the operation of Trust 
manager. Note that the Trust Manager on one node does not 
take any recommendation from the Trust Manager on another 
node.  

Fig 2 An example to illustrate How Trust Manager works.
 

If an attacker forges false energy report to form a false route, 
such intention will be defeated by Trust Manager: when the 
Trust Manager on one node finds out the many delivery 
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An example to illustrate How Trust Manager works. 

If an attacker forges false energy report to form a false route, 
such intention will be defeated by Trust Manager: when the 

finds out the many delivery 

failures from the broadcast messages of the base station, it 
degrades the trust level of its current next
trust level goes below certain threshold, it causes the node to 
switch to a more promising next hop node.
Manager identifies the low trustworthiness of various attackers 
misdirecting the multi-hop routing, especially those exploiting 
the replay of routing information. It is noteworthy that Trust 
Manager does not distinguish whether an error or an attack 
occurs to the next-hop node or other succeeding nodes in the 
route.  
 

Snapshots and Results of the Project
 

Base station module 
 

Fig 6.1 base station module
 

In the above fig 6.1 shows a base station module. This module 
contains all available trusted sensor nodes in the network. 
After any of events occurs it will broadcast trusted and 
untrusted nodes to all sensors which are present in the 
network. 
 

Sensor node 
 

Fig 6.2 sensor module
 

In above fig 6.2 which shows sensor module ‘A’, Sensor ‘A’ 
contains all its trusted neighbor nodes in the network. In above 
fig sensors ‘E’, ‘B’, ‘D’s are trusted neighbor nodes to sensor 
node A. After sending a data the battery level updated every 
time in the sensor node A. 
 

Sending a message from sensor node A to sensor 
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In the above fig 6.1 shows a base station module. This module 
contains all available trusted sensor nodes in the network. 
After any of events occurs it will broadcast trusted and 

nodes to all sensors which are present in the 

 
 

sensor module 

In above fig 6.2 which shows sensor module ‘A’, Sensor ‘A’ 
contains all its trusted neighbor nodes in the network. In above 

trusted neighbor nodes to sensor 
node A. After sending a data the battery level updated every 

e from sensor node A to sensor node E. 
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Transmission of Data 
 

 

Fig 6.3 sending information 
 

Now sensor node ‘A’ wants to send a data to a base station 
through intermediate node E. The node ‘A’ chooses ‘E’ as its 
trusted neighbor node. 
 

The details of sending operations are: 
Source node: Sensor node ‘A’ 
Intermediate node: Trusted sensor node ‘E’ 
Destination node: Base station node (BS) 
 

Message details are: “Bomb blast occurred in a particular 
sensed region at a time 3:00 pm.” 
 

After pressing key on key board the sensor node ‘A’ sends a 
data to the BS. The available battery power is 95% in sensor 
node A. 
 

Information stored in sensor node A 
 

 

Fig 6.4 information stored in sensor node
 

The public key generated at a sensor node A is @df574d, the 
length of the key is 256 byte. The base station public key is 
generated as @lc8cc59; the public key is received from base 
station. The intermediate node E receives a data from node A 
.Node E sends acknowledgement to sensor node A.
 

Information stored in sensor node E 
 
The node E receives a data from sensor node ‘A’. Node ‘E’ 
computes its trusted node for successful routing.
 

The public key generated at a sensor node ‘E’ is @1d5e94f, 
the length of the key is 256 byte. The base station public key is 
generated as @le6f1f4; the public key is received from base 
station. The intermediate node E sends a data to a base station 
successfully. Base station returns acknowledgement to node E. 
Traversed route is A&E&BS. 
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the length of the key is 256 byte. The base station public key is 
generated as @le6f1f4; the public key is received from base 
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Fig 6.5 information stored in sensor node E
 

Information stored in Base station (BS)
 

Fig 6.6 information stored in base station
 

In the above fig 8.6 finally the data
through normal connection. The message details are bomb 
blast occurred in particular sensed region.
 

Timing is: “Tue Jun 11 22:18:46 IST 2013, The base station 
returns acknowledgment to node A through node E”.
 

Broadcasting energy cost report from sensor node A
 

Fig 6.7 broadcasting process
 

For every transmission of data, each sensor node broadcasts its 
energy level to its neighbor nodes .In above fig 8.7 the node A 
broadcast its energy cost is 95% to its all neighbor nodes.
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information stored in base station 

In the above fig 8.6 finally the data came from sensor node A 
through normal connection. The message details are bomb 
blast occurred in particular sensed region. 

Timing is: “Tue Jun 11 22:18:46 IST 2013, The base station 
returns acknowledgment to node A through node E”. 

cost report from sensor node A 

 
 

broadcasting process 

For every transmission of data, each sensor node broadcasts its 
energy level to its neighbor nodes .In above fig 8.7 the node A 
broadcast its energy cost is 95% to its all neighbor nodes. 
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Broadcasting untrusted node E to all nodes 
 

 

Fig 6.8 Broadcasting untrusted node
 

If suppose the base station finds any untrusted nodes in the 
network it considers them as a candidates, and broadcasts 
those nodes to all the sensor nodes which are present
network. In above fig 8.8 base station finds E as the untrusted 
node and finally it broadcasting to all nodes. 
 

Registration node  
 

Fig 6.9 registration node 
 

Registration node helps in registering its all sensor node; each 
and every node should be registered under this node. 
Registration node contains following details of each sensor 
node. 
 

1. Sensor name 
2. Node id 
3. Public key of each node 
4. Neighbors nodes of each sensor nodes 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Finally in this paper presents a robust trust
framework for WSNs, to secure multi-hop routing in dynamic 
WSNs against harmful attackers exploiting the replay of 
routing information. TARF focuses on trust
energy efficiency, which are vital to the survival of a WSN in 
a hostile environment. With the idea of trust management, 
TARF enables a node to keep track of the trustworthiness of its 
neighbors and thus to select a reliable route. .
routing solution was successfully implemented
in real-life sensor nodes proving its
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those nodes to all the sensor nodes which are present in the 
network. In above fig 8.8 base station finds E as the untrusted 

 

 

Registration node helps in registering its all sensor node; each 
be registered under this node. 

Registration node contains following details of each sensor 

 

Finally in this paper presents a robust trust-aware routing 
hop routing in dynamic 

WSNs against harmful attackers exploiting the replay of 
routing information. TARF focuses on trust worthiness and 
energy efficiency, which are vital to the survival of a WSN in 

ith the idea of trust management, 
TARF enables a node to keep track of the trustworthiness of its 
neighbors and thus to select a reliable route. . The proposed 

mented and validated 
its implementation 

feasibility. The involved implementation
on the adoption of a reputation
the number of behavior aspects used
each node’s trustworthiness. Unlike previous efforts at secure 
routing for WSNs, TARF effectively protects WSNs from 
severe attacks through replaying routing information; it 
requires neither tight time synchronization nor known 
geographic information. The resilience a
TARF is proved through both extensive simulation and 
empirical evaluation with large
involves static and mobile settings, hostile network conditions, 
as well as strong attacks such as wormhole attacks and Sybil 
attacks. TARF module can be integrated into existing routing 
protocols with the least effort, thus producing secure and 
efficient fully-functional protocols.
proof-of-concept mobile target detection application that is 
built on top of TARF and is resilient in the presence of an anti
detection mechanism that indicates the potential of TARF in 
WSN applications.  
 

Future Scope 
 

In this project presents chal
implementing energy efficient
sensor networks, various kind
And lastly different algorithms 
energy trust and distance mat
nodes. In future we can imple
of these energy and trust aware
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